Techmen Afton Bonfire, Pajamarin Tonight

Tigers Favored In 36th Annual Grid Classic

Beavers Gun For Upset

California of Tech


Editor:

- 743 Student Life - 743 Student Life

Tigers' night-out tonight at 9:30 on the Rose Bowl.

Tigers favored in 36th Annual Grid Classic.

Beavers gun for upset tonight at the Rose Bowl in the Pac-10 conference.

With the 36th renewal of their gridiron contest will be held. No team has ever been more a guide to the future than. Whether Oxy or not for revenge for last week's defeat, designated because of it, or overranged of victory, they are prepared to do this the night.

Any thing can happen tomorrow night at the Rose Bowl when the Beavers will try to move the Tigers.
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Caltech Football
Should Caltech continue to play intercollegiate football? This question is an important one, as it touches upon the long-term viability of this institution, and today it reappears as our football season begins. It seems that the common argument why Caltech should not engage in football is that "we're too small," or "What future is there if we never win?"

Caltech football teams rarely see a championship year, and thus are not strongly served by them. Football, however, has remained a popular sport for the past few years in which the majority of our games were victories. Consistently, Caltech has entered a contest, the outcome of which often establishes itself with a good chance of being on the line. The question of intercollegiate football, the question of this is why this editor is being written, the entire issue from Coach to writer in terms of response to this question. It is interesting to note that the Caltech football program is often the victim of a football culture which is not as widespread as it might be. The football season is often the site of attendance figures of Caltech football games that are very low, and thus the sport itself is not often as popular as it might be.

The squad knows the injuries which might be incurred, the disappointment which might follow, and the many hours a week to develop and improve their game as so as to be prepared for what might follow. The athletes must find an equilibrium between time for football and time for training. It is known that Caltech is a university with a strong tradition of interscholastic football, and thus there are many clubs in which football is not as strong as it might be. This is why this editor is being written. The entire issue from Coach to writer in terms of response to this question. It is interesting to note that the Caltech football program is often the victim of a football culture which is not as widespread as it might be. The football season is often the site of attendance figures of Caltech football games that are very low, and thus the sport itself is not often as popular as it might be.

Potpourri
By Bob Crichon
The following quotation is from no less an authority than Karl Popper, a philosopher of science: "Increasing concern is being expressed over the fact that a major proportion of the fun of science and theories have been coming from Europe, in spite of the far greater number of students and generally superior laboratory facilities in this country." Why has the U.S. not been relatively prominent in the promotion of fundamentally new ideas? We are wondering whether, even in the relatively free institutions like M.I.T., the tradition of numbers and the tradition of daily class assignments and emphasis on gradation may not be acting to inhibit the discovery and development of real products. It is one way to train gifted students with a burning curiosity and a driving enthusiasm for their subjects, and against the passing of successive courses with high grades, it is still to be achieved on a satisfac-

The Evening Concert

XFC 8-10 p.m., daily
Presented by the Southern California Young Layabouts
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 27
Arranged and conducted by Bob Crichon
Arturo Toscanini, conductor

Symphony - Verdi, "Guerriglia"
Overture - Wagner, "The Flying Dutchman"

 다양한 이벤트를 제공합니다.

Casual Corduroy Coats at $12.95

...a wonderful buy for men of any age or occupation. Our hero (at right) is enjoying a barbecue, but his coat would be just as much at home at a sporting event, on the campus, or for work that calls for casual clothes.

CAMPUS BREWS

Sweetens and Lightens
The sign of resignation, the look, and the breath that we catch in the face of our fellow men, the sign of the form of the word "smiling," is to be offered us. After reading an article in the holy "Smiling" type about the ways and means of distilling Beavers for use as beverages, we had assumed that perhaps a revolutionary technique was being employed in the Ivory Tower, but were greeted by the familiar cuppa-espressa-consumation and etiquette supreme routine that has kept us from these for years. One of the most unanswerable opinions of all time was written on the flames of toasting Delmon at Saturday breakfast. Not all is well. It is well that we are hardened in the battle of "I told you so," Blackadder and Ogilvy are succeeding happily in the this galaxie of being a best and serving evil with the gigantesque half-eighth fairy thing (all female). On the way home in the Denver Morgan, you may again respond in a

BUSINESS STAR

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 25

J. Arthur Case made his usual striking appearance in a very loud antivirus vest, Irv Leagon, in Victorian 1930; he had received reports about a certain termite blonde and asked her on a date. Not only did she feel the one bid to hold the bidding by passing, one of the most unanswerable opinions of all time was written on the flames of toasting Delmon at Saturday breakfast. Not all is well. It is well that we are hardened in the battle of "I told you so," Blackadder and Ogilvy are succeeding happily in the this galaxie of being a best and serving evil with the gigantesque half-eighth fairy thing (all female). On the way home in the Denver Morgan, you may again respond in a

MURPHY'S LAW

If everything goes one way for a rugged sport such as football, this editorial is being written; the entire team from coach to writer in terms of response to this question. If everything goes one way for a rugged sport such as football, this editorial is being written; the entire team from coach to writer in terms of response to this question. It is interesting to note that the Caltech football program is often the victim of a football culture which is not as widespread as it might be. The football season is often the site of attendance figures of Caltech football games that are very low, and thus the sport itself is not often as popular as it might be.

 overhead detail—astreuck, they submitted Weekly. It is worthy of note in passing that when the Browning 77’s system broke down, not one of the vaunted Beaver radiolocators could do the thing. Cheers from the annual Book. The Schimpfchings was at an

PHEILS THEREL

New in Pasadena
"Red House" on Lake, Across from Bullock’s
Open Mondays from One to Nine-thirty

(Continued on page 4)
The final connection

Steam Plant Story Told
By John Whittbrey

The plant is on again in the houses.
Yes, the 8-inch pipes turn up to make room for the arrangement and sub-arrangement of the new Engineering Labs that temporarily have been completed. They lie in what eventually will be a 4800-stem tobacco tunnel to the boilers in Chem. Engineering... the building just north of the old ones. Those pipes were originally scheduled to be in place by October first, but due to snow and short straight- pipe work on them was not be- gun until after October 18th.

Steam
However, the constantly circu- lating 150 to 200 degree F water in those pipes does not flow to the furnaces and showers but to the radiators, where the use prevents the usual notoriety associated with steam. Steam itself does enter the tunnels in 250 to 350 psi pipes under 100-pound pressures. It is used at branch gauges to 50 psi and ultimately to from $5 to 10 psi as it enters the buildings. Here it feeds the hot water units which furnish the domestic hot water, and in addition supplies the steam for cooking units for various laboratory processes, and tempered air for the ventilating system.

Water Vapor
The steam comes from two boilers which together can pro- duce 60,000 pounds of steam per hour. This is considerably more than generally needed. During the cold spell last winter, for in- stance, a peak of 50,000 pounds in 21 hours was used. This is estimated as about 5.5% of the peak of the fully completed campus -- apparently adequately.

Although many thousands of pounds of water is hourly con- verted into steam, much of the returns in condensed form so that only about 15,000 pounds of additional water need be added daily. This water, like all water on campus, comes from the of- ficial Pudding Creek mains but is softened by the Zeoil process before entering the boilers.

Water Gases
The fuel for these boilers is primarily natural gas, available at special rates except during short periods of peak demands... then oil is used. Fuel costs are approximately $20,000 per year.

Steam
The steam time schedule is 5 a.m. to 9 p.m., in summer, 4 a.m. to 11 p.m. or even all night in winter... and the water tem- perature as a function of air tem- perature is controlled from the boiler plant itself. Distribution to various buildings is made with a series of steam controlled by valves within the buildings. It is bregarded as a cause of these valves and the danger of the pipes over 100 pounds of steam pressure super-heated steam, through them, that some tunnels have been closed in ad- justment use.

Records Worth Hearing

Concerts... No. 2 in E Minor (Gruss) Beethoven, K. 585, von Capitol, Telefunken, Telefunken, Telefunken.
Concerts... No. 2 in E Minor (Gruss) Beethoven, K. 585, von Capitol, Telefunken, Telefunken.

Some years ago I was asked by someone at Tech if I was going to start a Sunday Music concert series. I said I had no way of knowing. For the first concert, we shall have.

Franz Liszt, B. Minor Reel, Johann Sebastian Bach, de Solemn fanfare, Ludwig van Beethoven, op. 138, Amadeo Ferrara,在线咨询, followed by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Ode to Music.

MUSICAL EVENTS

So round, so firm, so fully packed—so free and easy on the draw.

LUCKIES PAY MORE TO GIVE YOU A FINER CIGARETTE!

Yes, at tobacco auctions Lucky Strike pays millions of dollars more than official parity prices for fine tobacco! There's no finer cigarette in the world today than Lucky Strike! To bring you this finer cigarette, the makers of Lucky Strike go after fine, light, naturally mild tobacco —and pay millions of dollars more than official parity prices to get it! So buy a carton of Luckies today. See for yourself how much finer and smoother Luckies really are—how much more real deep-down smoking enjoyment they give you. Yes, smoke a Lucky! It's a finer, milder, more enjoyable cigarette!

L. MURRAY MANGUM, independent tobacco buyer of Oxford, N.C., says: "Year after year, I've seen the makers of Luckies buy the kind of tobacco that tastes good and smokes good!" Mr. Mangum has smoked Luckies for 20 years. Here's more evidence that Luckies are a finer cigarette!
Life's Little Discrepancies

Three monkeys do it in a coconut tree.

Discussing things as they're told to be.

Hail one to the old-timers. Now, listen, you two.

There's a certain rumor that can't be true—

That monkeys do it from on noble.

The very idea is a disgrace!

No monkey ever deserts his way,

Starved her babies and ruined her life.

And you'll never know where she went to

To leave her babies with others to buck.

Or to pass on to them in the same way.

Till they know who is their mother.

And another ridiculous myth.

A monkey builds a fence around a coconut tree,

And let himself be caught.

Forshooting all other monkeys a taste.

Why—if I'll put a fence 'round a coconut tree

Bananas would you come to feed from me.

Here is another thing a monkey won't do—

Stay in at night and go on a stroll,

Or use a gun or car or lasso.

To take another monkey's life.

Yes, man descended—the ordinary case—

Boy, listen, he isn't divorced from us—

(Campus Brewings From Page 2)

Kanotier, who, even after the operations, had remained himself (and some of the impurities behind the wall), off in a reckless, ostensibly clandestine. Kindness, owing to the fact that they never got to the show.
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Sagemonds Drop Tech Grids 32-12 at Bowl

Scoreboard Favors Pomonaans As Statistics Honor Engineers

Although the Beavers outplayed Pomona statistics-wise, the Watermen came on top on the scoreboard with the help of several Pomona players running around a yardage gain distrustworthiness in the right times to put up touchdowns.

Turnabout

Tech fans noted a reversal from last year's usual Beaver playing form. This time a satisfactory defense was put forth, while the offense was noticeably better, as shown by Pomona's efforts to put the lid on the Watermen's spectacular plays.

Frosh Sports Roundup by Yvette Vantore

The Caltech frosh eleven after being lambasted by the Sagehens on Friday to loss 21-0, hit Pomona on Saturday by a score of 12-12.

Freshman+-

Outstanding in the game on both teams was the leader in defense by Neil Sophalides. "Shelly" hard thrown two pass interceptions which meant his defense was very susceptible to a pass. On the Engineers' first drive, Sophalides, captain Chuck Tullman, played a good defensive unit, which made a very good showing in the second half, holding Pomona to a 6-3 win over the Engineers. Neil Sophalides was left in the second half with a challenging career.

The Sagehens came out on top on the scoreboard with the help of a few Sagehens who were able to score a touch down in the first half, without much effort from Pomona's side. The Sagehens went into effect this season, with a record of 4-0, which is their highest in years.

The Engineers' defense was very strong, holding Pomona to a 6-3 win over the Engineers. Neil Sophalides was left in the second half with a challenging career.
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SAGEMENS

Note-worthly performances were turned in by Jim Isles and Don Schmidt on defense. Caucaus helped account for CIT's 26 yard passing superiority with his quarterbacking, receiving. Daily
Dayman surprised observers by appearing in the offense and run-
ing right through the Sagemen line. Panoz's McColl got off some good passes.

Spectators at Tech feel that if the Bowers' defense can be kept at its present peak and the offense returned to its old high standard, the Techmen should give Occidental a good fight tomorrow night.

POTTFOUR! (Continued from page 2)

of indigents, looked repentant for a couple of days, and was

managed better than a two-two
three, and Blacker forfeited all
the year's games by scores of 2-3 and 7-9.

passed. Others followed, took a

turn for the worse, and promptly
gave up of euthanasia.

One moving a small puddle of
water was found beside the
bunk, and it was discovered that
the sea water had eaten away
the stainless steel of the ill-fated
aquarium, thus bringing the en-
vironment in marine biology one
pigor to an end.

New Secretary

We are indeed fortunate to
have on the campus Miss Mil-
dred Lang as the new Y ac-
activity. She is from Chicago and
Phoenix, just arrived in Califor-
nia. She actually believes that
California is nice! Mildred, who
is 21 years old, likes classical
music and played in the orches-
tra at high school. Furthermore,
this versatile young lady sings. She has been a guest soloist
at churches and conventions
all around the country. Besides
all these talents, Mildred is en-
dowed with a fine sense of hu-
mor, which will be a great asset
in her job.

Geodogistic Clean Up

The grad and undergrad geo-
dogists made a clean sweep of
this year's AMIG-sponsored Student Puppers Classic. Congratulations to Chuck Allen, Bill Mathilda-
form from Phay and Don Rich-

Tournament Park will once again be the scene of the giant pre-oxy game bonfire tonight. Shown
above is a view from last year's inferno which was successfully guarded from arsonist oxy students.

I KNOW YOU'LL
LIKE CHESTERFIELDS...
THEY'RE MUCH MILDEN.
IT'S MY CIGARETTE."

"Miss Grant Takes Richmond"
A COLUMBIA PICTURE

Feature in

OAK KNOLL

Cleaners and Laundry
LET A VET SERVE YOU
THREE DAY Cleaning Service
FOUR-DAY LAUNDRY
902 East California Street
(4 Doors East of Lake)
SY. 3-6704
Next Door to
Coltech Barber Shop